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The Security Implications of Web Based Email
The use of web based email poses security challenges that every organization should consider. In most cases,
the risk of allowing users to access web based email while at work will outweigh any potential benefit.
Without realizing it, users are bypassing many of the information security measures of an organization by
using web based email accounts. This paper addresses four areas of risk posed by the unrestricted use of web
based email services and ways to manage that risk.
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Introduction
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Services like Hotmail, Yahoo mail and Excite mail offer free, web based, email
accessible from anywhere on the Internet.
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According to a survey of 538 IT security professionals by the Computer Security
Institute and the Washington D.C FBI Computer Intrusion Squad, 91 percent of the
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respondents
reported
incidents
of employee
abuse
of F8B5
Internet
privileges
in 2001. That
is up from 79 percent in 2000. (1)
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Unauthorized use of web based email services, is a component of the increasing abuse
of Internet privileges, mentioned in the survey.
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The use of web based email poses security challenges that every organization should
consider. In most cases, the risk of allowing users to access web based email while at
work will outweigh any potential benefit. Without realizing it, users are bypassing many
of the information security measures of an organization by using web based email
accounts.
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In this paper I will discuss four areas of risk posed by the unrestricted use of web based
email services and ways to manage that risk.
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The Virus Threat
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The most important security threat posed by the unrestricted use of web based email is
the email borne computer virus.
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In June 2001 one out of every 1000 emails was infected with a computer virus. That’s
according to Messagelabs Ltd, a U.K. based anti-virus firm. (1) This statistic illustrates
that email is still the most prevalent infection mechanism for computer viruses today.
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In a well protected environment, anti-virus software should be maintained at multiple
levels. This is called “Defense in Depth” or layered security.
Layered Security is defined as follows:
Layered security is a practice that combines several different security
Keycomponents,
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as anti-virus
software,
firewalls
and
vulnerability
tools, to create a comprehensive and defensive barrier many times stronger than
its individual parts alone. (2)
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A layered security approach, as it applies to anti-virus (AV) defense, consists of AV
software installed in the following places on the network; firewall, Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol (SMTP) gateway, email server, file server and user workstation.
Email traffic that progresses normally through an organization’s system is scanned for
viruses at the SMTP gateway and the email server before reaching the email client.
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SMTP gateway virus scanning products examine email attachments for viruses before
they are allowed to enter the email system. If a virus is found in a message, the email
can be quarantined, striped of attachments and sent or deleted.
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After passing through the SMTP gateway scanner, messages are scanned a second
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the mail server
protection
software
before
being
transmitted
to the end
user’s email client application.
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When a user opens an infected email attachment on a web based mail system it
bypasses the protection at the SMTP gateway and the mail server. This leaves only the
AV software at the firewall and user workstation to prevent infection.
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Assuming the virus defense is well-maintained with daily pattern file updates either of
the last two lines of defense will filter out the virus. If either the AV pattern is out of date
or the virus is new, then a costly infection can result.
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The potential weakness in AV protection created by web based email should be
considered when formulating a security policy which addresses access to web based
email services from machines attached to the organization’s network.
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Maintaining a centralized, layered anti-virus defense which automatically updates AV
pattern files will go a long way towards mitigating the risk of infection posed by the use
of web based email. However, web based email access can cause an infection even in
a system with a well designed AV defense. This may be reason enough for an
organization to restrict its use.
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The Threat to Email Content Filtering
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The unauthorized emailing of proprietary information, is one of the most substantial
threats to an organization. SMTP content filtering is used to prevent accidental or
intentional proprietary information leakage. Content filtering products can also prevent
sexist, racist or otherwise offensive email messages from entering an organization’s
computer system.
“In September of 2000, Dow Chemical fired 24 employees for allegedly storing or
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sending
sexual or=violent
images
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the companies
computers.”
This
incident
illustrates why many organizations are compelled to install email content filteri ng
systems.
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Email content filtering products such as GFI’s Mail Essentials (www.gfi.com) look for
key words in messages that should not leave or enter the organization’s system. If an
email contains a key word it is quarantined for review.
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Web based email circumvents an organization’s content filtering systems because the
email messages do not pass through the organization’s SMTP gateway. Content
filtering software is typically installed on the SMTP gateway system, where it scans all
incoming or outgoing email messages looking for matches to the keyword list.
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Web based email is a potential threat to the effectiveness of content filtering systems. If
an organization is going to employ a content filter, the use of web based email should
be restricted.
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The Threat to Encryption Systems
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Many organizations use encryption in conjunction with email to ensure the integrity of
their confidential information. Most encryption systems are not set up to work with web
based email clients.
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Encryption is most effective when it is used to protect all sensitive email. The
encryption policy should spell out for users which types of email must be encrypted.
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With the exception of Hushmail, (www.hushmail.com) most web based email services
do not include encryption.
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It’s a cumbersome process for users to encrypt their text before sending it, via web
based email. If an organization is planning to allow its users to send encrypted email
via a web based service, end user training needs to be developed to teach users to do
it properly.
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Security Lapses at Web Based Email Systems
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Judging by the number of serious incidents over the years, security has been a low
priority to web based email providers.
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In August of 1999, a security hole in Hotmail exposed user’s accounts to access without
passwords. (4)
Hotmail has had a series of security problems over the years. Each of these incidents
potentially compromised the security of thousands of accounts. Since 1999 Hotmail has
made an effort to improve its authentication process.
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In addition
to security
problems,
Hotmail
had
problems
keeping
downtime
to a
minimum, as have many of the other free email services. (5) If the information stored in
the service is critical then the amount of downtime a service experiences is an important
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consideration. For these reasons, users should be prohibited from using web based
email to store or send sensitive organizational information.
The Importance of an Effective Security Policy
An organization’s security policy should spell out whether or not employees are allowed
to use the corporate network to access personal email.
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When formulating a security policy, keep in mind that it should be clear, concise, easy to
read and understand. If the policy doesn’t meet these goals, the policy is of no value
because users won’t have a clear idea of what is expected of them.
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Users of <organization>’s information system agree to not use personal web
based email accounts while at work. Examples of web based email systems are:
Hotmail, Yahoo mail, and Zdnet mail.
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Some organizations may choose to implement a policy that permits occasional use of
web based email. In this case, such a policy becomes difficult to enforce unless
acceptable use is spelled out clearly. An occasional use policy might read as follows:
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Users of <organization>’s information system agree to not use personal web
based email accounts while at work, except for occasional or incidental use.
Occasional or incidental use is defined as not more than one access per week.
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The policy should spell out the consequences of non-compliance, and how employee
usage of web based email will be monitored.
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In government agencies, work done on a taxpayer owned computer may be considered
a public record. The public record implications of using web based email on taxpayer
owned equipment should be clearly spelled out in the policy.
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Most importantly, a security policy is only effective when all of the employees have read
and understood it. The policy should be distributed in conjunction with an over all
security awareness plan. The security awareness plan should include training so that
users know what risks are being addressed by the policy.
Countermeasures to Prevent the Use of Web Based Email
If an organization decides to block access to web based email, countermeasures can be
implemented by making network configuration changes. Bear in mind, countermeasures
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be implemented
conjunction with a written policy.
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A firewall or filtering router’s access list can be modified to block access to web based
email servers. Care should be taken to identify an accurate list of web based email
server IP addresses.
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It’s not advisable to prevent access to the entire block of IP addresses owned by a web
based email provider. This will also prevent access to the other services made
available by that provider. For example, in the case of Yahoo, preventing access to
their entire block of addresses would also block access to their search engine.
Compiling a complete list of server addresses for all web based email services is
difficult. A determined user will find a way around this countermeasure.
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Internet
filtering and
monitoring
software
Elron
Internet
(www.elronsw.com) can be set up to block access to web based email sites. Elron uses
dictionaries of key words and blocks access to sites which contain those key words. In
order to block access to Yahoo mail add the words “Yahoo mail” to the Internet filtering
software’s dictionary. However, use caution since it’s easy to block sites users may
need to access, such as Yahoo’s search engine.
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The best way to ensure compliance with a security policy that restricts the use of web
based email is to monitor users Internet activity. Internet monitoring software such as
Elron Internet Manager or Websense (www.websense.com) can be used to restrict
access to web based email sites. The ramifications of a user visiting a restricted site
should be clearly spelled out in a security policy.
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Significant personnel hours are required to properly maintain Internet monitoring
software. The ongoing cost of ownership of an Internet monitoring system should be
considered before implementing monitoring.
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None of these countermeasures are effective by themselves. They should be
implemented in combination and in conjunction with a clearly worded security policy.
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Conclusion
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By thoroughly examining the impact of web based email organizations can make an
informed decision about whether to allow users to access it.
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For most organizations the potential problems web based email can cause outweigh the
benefits of allowing users to have access to it.
By using a well written security policy and security awareness training for all employees
the message can be delivered to users as to what is expected.
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Countermeasures which make it more difficult for users to access web based email
should be used to compliment the security policy.
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Regular audits should be conducted to ensure that the security policy is being followed.
If an organization is going to spend the time and money to develop a highly secure
email system, they should not allow users to circumvent the security by using web
based email.
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An ongoing discussion regarding the use of web based email should be a part of all
information security programs.
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